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Capture and save all types of screenshots of your desktop. Display keyboard shortcuts Restore and minimize the tool Change
settings such as capture mode, output directory and the use of timer Open a new window with the captured screen and all

keyboard shortcuts Support all modern operating systems, including the iPhone, Android and Windows RT PrtScr Screenshot
Plugin is a program that adds an icon to the right-click menu of the Windows desktop. The installation procedure is non-

intimidating and the setup process is complete in just a couple of minutes. Plugins installed automatically in the menu when the
program is started for the first time, so you do not need to go to the Plugins menu. It is possible to remove the plugin using the
supplied uninstaller, which can be done with one click. PrtScr Screenshot Plugin features: Capture screenshots of your desktop.
Change the keyboard shortcut to print screen. Set the mouse cursor on the screenshot. PrtScr screenshot program can be used to
capture screenshots of the entire screen or any selected area. PrtScr screenshot program can also save snapshots to image files.

Save your screenshots in multiple formats, such as PNG, JPG, BMP, TIFF and JP2. PrtScr screenshot program supports all
modern versions of Windows. PrtScr screenshot program is a light-weight, easy-to-use tool. You can define the source (image)

and destination (output) directories, either simultaneously or in different sessions. PrtScr screenshot program supports keyboard
shortcut customization, so you can customize the print screen key combination to suit your own needs. PrtScr screenshot

program has an advanced configuration and clipboard management feature that supports saving the screenshot to the clipboard
or output files. PrtScr screenshot program has a built-in timer function that enables you to take screenshots at user-defined

intervals. PrtScr screenshot program has a timer that enables you to take screenshots at user-defined intervals. PrtScr screenshot
program allows you to open images by double-clicking on them. PrtScr screenshot program supports all modern versions of
Windows. PrtScr screenshot program supports all modern versions of Windows. PrtScr screenshot program is a light-weight,

easy-to-use tool.
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* Capture the desktop as a JPG or TIFF image * Capture the desktop as a PNG image * Capture the entire desktop as a PNG
image * Capture the desktop as a JPG or TIFF image * Capture the entire screen as a PNG image * Capture the entire screen as
a JPG or TIFF image * Capture a rectangle of the screen as a PNG image * Capture a rectangle of the screen as a JPG or TIFF
image * Capture a window of the desktop as a PNG image * Capture a window of the desktop as a JPG or TIFF image * Take
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PrtScr Assistant is a software application which enables you to capture various desktop screenshots, by using key combinations.
The installation process does not bring any surprises, and brings you to a minimal interface. It is a bit cluttered, yet all user
categories can still find their way around it with great ease. Aside from that, it is non-obtrusive, as it goes in the system tray
from the first launch. As stated above, it is possible to take screenshots of the entire screen, a custom rectangle and a specified
window, as well as copy them to the Clipboard or save them to the hard drive, in formats such as PNG, JPG, BMP, TIFF and
JP2. Furthermore, you can use a GDI or D3D mode, play a sound when the capture is taken and choose the output directory. It
is possible to also take advantage of a timer, so as to take snapshots in a user-defined period of time. The keyboard shortcuts can
be displayed in a new window, yet they cannot be customized, which can be considered as a small drawback. By right-clicking
the system tray icon, you bring up a context menu which enables you to change some of the most important settings with just a
click, as well as restore or minimize the tool’s frame and exit. To conclude, PrtScr Assistant is useful a piece of software, with
good quality results, a good response time and enough options to tinker with. The CPU and memory usage is minimal and thus,
it will not hamper your computer’s performance. ... 2. Notepad++: Text Editor - Programming/Editor... Notepad++ is a free,
open source, cross-platform text editor designed for programmers, code reviewers, and anyone who wants to take their text
editor capabilities to the next level. It includes a variety of useful tools, including syntax highlighting for C++, Java, C#, VB,
PHP, HTML, XML, CSS, JavaScript, SQL, Perl, Python, Ruby, Makefiles, GIMP Scripts, FTP/SFTP, SSH/SCP, text and
binary search and replace, batch files, tools for conversion and cleanup, text folding, line folding, text visualization, website
code editor, DOS/Windows batch file editing, integrated web server, cross-platform file manager and more. Its main goal is to
be an open source text editor that is free and easy

What's New In PrtScr Assistant?

Screenshot key combination freeware software. It allows you to take screenshots of different parts of your desktop, as well as all
windows open in your desktop. By default, it will take a screenshot of the whole desktop, if you want to change it to another
area, you need to change it manually. You can have as many snapshots as you want in your desktop. It saves screenshots as a jpg,
tiff, bmp and png file. If you want to save them in a html format, you need to install an additional software. The software has an
intuitive interface, so you can take a screenshot within seconds. You can also save a copy of the current desktop to your desktop,
in the jpg, tiff, bmp, png and html format. There is an option to change the size of the screenshot. Google Desktop Search is a
useful program that brings a bit of a revolution to your computer. It lets you search for documents, images and websites without
having to manually type the information in a search engine. It enables you to perform the same task for several different types
of data, all at once. By employing several search tools and databases, it helps you get your data quickly. It is a useful tool to have
installed, to perform your searchs quickly, effortlessly and more effortlessly. This is especially true for those who have a great
deal of information on their computer, yet who do not have time to go through all of it in a search engine. You can search
websites, images and music files by using Google Desktop Search. For the same reason, you can also search email files, and
even do a quick check if there is anything in your messages. It may not seem like a lot, but it can really speed up the process of
search. It offers several powerful search methods, which help you save a lot of time and effort. For example, you can search the
internet by typing a text string into the box. Furthermore, there are search tools which help you do a whole range of searches,
including the ones which take advantage of a previously typed search string. You can search for a specific file, by giving the file
a short title. This is very useful when you are looking for a particular kind of file, such as a multimedia file, or one which
contains a certain kind of information. It also allows you to search, within documents, images, and a variety of other data. As a
result, the process is faster than the ones which are performed manually. It also lets you filter out the results, as desired. This
allows you to narrow the search to just the ones that you want to see, without having to waste time looking at the entire search
results. This will help you to save a lot of time, as you do not have to search the entire internet to find the information you are
looking for. Its interfaces are quite intuitive and easy to use. As a result, this tool is one of
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System Requirements:

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows 10 Mac OSX 10.11 or later Internet connection Storage space at least 700 MB Processor: Intel
Core 2 Duo 2.2GHz Memory: 2 GB RAM Screen resolution: 1280 × 1024 Sound: DirectSound Compatible Sound Card
Controller: Keyboard, Mouse D-pad Keyboard: Start (up) Left/Right Buttons (move) A/B/X
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